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LOCAL AUTHORITIES GET A BUM RAP. 

Criticised for bureaucracy, rising council tax and

litter on the streets, they have become an easy

target. But Peter Bishop offers a more balanced view:

“Some are bloody good, others less so.” 

Bishop should know. He is a director of the Local

Government Task Force. The body works with

Constructing Excellence at its base in London. It seeks to

help local authorities deliver their services quickly and

get value for money. Although construction is not at the

core of the local authorities’ work, it is a part of nearly

everything they do: “All those services, from refuse

collection to education,” explains Bishop, “are heavily

reliant on the built environment.” 

There are nearly 400 authorities in England made up of

five types. They vary dramatically, with populations

ranging from 30,000 to more than 1m and maintenance

budgets to match. The challenge is to persuade these

very different, disparate institutions to agree and then

implement across-the-board construction standards,

helping the contractors bidding for work, and therefore

ultimately themselves as the clients. The trick is to find

common ground: “What unites authorities is that they are

there to meet the needs of the common community,”

says Bishop. 

TheTask Force has tried to get local authorities to

address three key issues: 

■ Quality, as well as price. This would help reduce whole

life costs as maintenance problems are likely to be less

severe; 

■ Integrated supply chains, so that subcontractors can be

involved earlier in the design process; and 

■ partnering, frameworks and similar strategies that can

build long-term relationships with contractors. 

The survey featured here shows that much of this has

already been achieved. The success of the Task Force has

OVER
THE FIRST HURDLE 

As this survey shows, local authorities are
making real headway toward being good
clients, but insiders are warning that the
hardest part is yet to come
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Quality, not cost alone
■ Thinking about the last three contracts your

authority has let, how many have been let based

purely on lowest price?
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Performance management
A. Does your authority use benchmarking with

other authorities to manage contract performance?

B. Does your authority use KPIs to monitor

performance in your costs?

C. Does your authority set targets within your

contracts for your main contractor to deliver

ongoing improvements in KPIs year on year?

D. Is the attainment of these targets incentivised for

your main contractor?

Partnering, not confrontation II
■ Who makes up the core team involved 

at the design stage of the project?
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Innovation, not the conventional II
A. To what extent does the drive for innovation in

procurement form an explicit part of your authority’s

strategy?

B. Do you encourage your main contractors to be

innovative through the use of pre-agreed incentives?

C. Does your authority include a clearly

documented allocation of possible risks and their

significance in your tender documents?
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Innovation, not the conventional
■ How much importance do you feel your authority

places on innovation in methods of delivering

successful projects on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is

not at all important and 10 is very important?
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Take up of principles score
Each principle allotted score depending on relative importance

Quality not cost alone ...................................................... 30

Partnering not confrontation........................................ 30

Performance management ............................................ 10

Customer focus .................................................................... 10

Innovation not the conventional .................................. 10

Commitment to people .................................................... 10

Total possible score of .......................................... 100

Overall take-up of principles scores
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Customer focus
A. Does your authority actively seek the views of

end-users before you start a project?

B. Does your authority have a developed

programme to measure end-user satisfaction that

goes beyond statutory requirements?
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Commitment to people
■ In your authority’s evaluation of the tenders of

potential main contractors is there a formal

assessment of the following
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Partnering, not confrontation
■ 79% of authorities have long-term relationships

with their main contractors that extend beyond the

life of a specific project.
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Health & safety 100%

Equal opportunities 98%

Staff training and development 93%

Staff recruitment and retention 87%
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